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offshore projects on the territory of Sakhalin 
region. 

     Thus, due to research work the methodic 
approaches were improved in the area of 
providing the pharmaceutical assistance for the 
employees (including the assistance to the 
migrants), working under rotational team 
method in the frames of Sakhalin 1, 2, 5 
projects. The introduction of the mentioned 
recommendations about the mobile medical 
teams work regime (the act of introduction 
№2586 dated 30.12.2004) enabled to work out 
the complex medico-social program of MP of 
the migrants of Sakhalin region and provide the 
pharmaceutical assistance in accordance with 
the international standards. 
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    The programmed cell death takes part in 

the body development regulates the number of 
the  cells in the tissue and is the main thing of 
many immune reactions. Understanding of 
activation processes and apoptosis realigation in 
a cell is of great clinical importance in case of 
virus hepatitis. 

    The aim of our inrestigation is to 
evaluate the interrelations between the apoptosis 
condition and the cytokine architectonics in the 
target-organ-the liver in case of HCV-infection. 

    Investigation results indicate of the 
increased number of  CD95+ cells in 
supernatants of the liver bioptates in patients 
with chronic HCV-infection. It shows the 

considerable role of the mechanisms of the 
programmed death cell in the pathogenesis of 
chronic HCV-infection. Their apoptosic activity 
lowering is of importance in the progress of 
necroinflamotory liver injuries and may testify 
to the strengthening of the immune system 
disfunction when the disease grows 
progressively worse. The increased cell level 
having apoptosis marker CD95+ in supernatants 
of the liver bioptates correlales with high level 
of the local cytokines TNF-a (r=0,34; p<0,01), 
IL-1a (r=0,56; p<0,01) and IL-10 (r=0,66; 
p<0,05) and it is possible to indicate HCV us 
age of hepatocytes apoptosis mechanism for its 
survival in a hostis organism. And with the 
increase of the hystological activity and the liver 
fibrosis TNF-a antiviral acticity in HCV-
infection persistencia conditions is insufficient 
and it may be for example due to the increased 
secretion of the solvable receptors connecting 
TNF-a. Direct correlation between local CD95+ 
cell content and IL-4 (r=0,32), IL-12p40 
(r=0,65) and IL-12p70 (r=0,21) cytokine 
concentration has been revealed in supernatants 
of hepatobioptates howerer their differences 
were not accurate. Negative correlation between 
IFN-a, IL-2 local cytokines concentration and 
the number of proapoptosic CD95+ cells (r=0,5; 
p<0,01 and r=0,25; p<0,05) accordingly that 
may as well speak on the lowering of the 
antiviral defence on the organ’s level with the 
apoptosiс mechanisms increase which helps 
persistencia of HCV- infection.  

    Thus the disturbance of cytokine balance 
leads to the apoptosic hepatocytes death and it is 
of great importance in the liver cell injury in 
case of chronic HCV-infection.   
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